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	Sencha MVC Architecture, 9781849518888 (1849518882), Packt Publishing, 2012

	Sencha provides one of the most popular frameworks to build RIA applications (using ExtJS) and HTML5 compliant mobile applications (using Sencha Touch). Creating an application is always easy, but creating a highly maintainable and scalable application is challenging without having solid architectural practices in place.


	"Sencha MVC Architecture" covers all the aspects, from project design to building and packaging, creating and delivering an enterprise-class application by applying Sencha MVC Architecture. Every concept is supported with a functional code, which you can quickly try out and also understand how it works.


	The book presents the general MVC architecture and presents a case for the client-side MVC architecture and their importance. You will learn why we need to have client-side MVC architecture and how the concepts map to the Sencha MVC Architecture. You will then learn how to create an application in ExtJS as well as Sencha Touch by applying all the concepts and classes of Sencha MVC Architecture. The step-by-step approach helps you build a working application without getting into the detail of the constructs yet explains how things work. The later part of the book will explain the Sencha MVC Architecture constructs in detail – class system, loader, controller, etc. and the best practices introduced by the framework. The end of the book will walk you through the challenges that you will face when you model your application using the Sencha MVC Architecture and also show you how to overcome each one of them. You will learn how to make use of the tools to manage your project beginning from the project creation to delivery.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Master the general MVC architecture concept
	
		Learn how the server-side and client-side MVC architecture work their purpose
	
		Understand the importance of client-side MVC architecture
	
		Use Sencha MVC Architecture to map the architectural concept to different classes
	
		Implement a functional ExtJS based application and a Sencha Touch application using the Sencha MVC Architecture
	
		Understand the internal functioning of the Sencha MVC Architecture classes – view, model, store, controller, and application
	
		Learn how the new class system works and what best practices are implemented by it, including the coding guidelines such as naming convention, accessor methods, etc.
	
		Discover the tools available and how to use them to create projects based on MVC architecture, build and package them



	Approach


	This is a step-by-step tutorial with plenty of example code for easier and quicker pick-up.
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Practice Standard for Work Breakdown Structures: Second EditionProject Management Institute, 2006

	The Project Management Institute, Inc. (PMI) standards and guideline publications,
	of which the document contained herein is one, are developed through a voluntary
	consensus standards development process. This process brings together volunteers
	and/or seeks out the views of persons who have an interest in the topic covered by
	this...


		

Sparsity: Graphs, Structures, and Algorithms (Algorithms and Combinatorics)Springer, 2014

	This book offers a systematic study of sparse graphs and sparse finite structures. Although the notion of sparsity appears in various contexts and is typical of a fuzzy notion, the authors present a unifying classification of general classes of structures....

		

COM Programming by Example: Using MFC, ActiveX, ATL, ADO, and COM+ (with CD-ROM)CMP Books, 2000
Use MFC, ActiveX, ATL, ADO and COM+ to develop COM applications Implement client/server applications with ease with this example-oriented approach to the details and implementation of COM technology in network applications. If there was ever a subject th                                       

Implement client/server applications with...




	

BlackBerry Bold For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Set up your BlackBerry Bold, get online, get organized, and manage your life


	The BlackBerry is the number one smartphone in the corporate world. Feature-rich and complex, the Bold is among the most popular handhelds for business users.


	BlackBerry Bold For Dummies covers the GPS, Wi-Fi, mobile streaming, HSDPA...


		

Collider: The Search for the World's Smallest ParticlesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
"Paul Halpern is a gifted writer who brings science and scientists alive. This is a wonderful introduction to the world of high-energy physics, where gigantic machines and tiny particles meet."
    ”Kenneth Ford, retired director of the American Institute of Physics and author of The Quantum World: Quantum Physics for Everyone...

		

Java Enterprise Design Patterns: Patterns in Java Volume 3John Wiley & Sons, 2001
Use design patterns to develop real-world Java™ distributed and Enterprise applications
This third volume from Mark Grand features 38 design patterns for developing real-world Java distributed and enterprise applications. Some of the key concepts covered are reliable transaction processing, distributed objects, reliable message passing,...
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